PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that there will be a City of Lodi Corridor Plan
Steering Committee meeting held on Tuesday, May 15, 2018 at 4:00
pm in the Pacesetter's Program Room, Lodi Woman's Club Public Library,
130 Lodi Street, Lodi, WI.

Corridor Plan Steering Committee Agenda
1. Call to Order
2. Public Input
3. Minutes of April 17, 2018
Documents:
4-17-2018 Corridor Plan Steering Committee.pdf
4. Mural & Public Art RFP
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Project purpose
Project goals
Site specifications (location & size)
Applicant guidelines
Selection criteria
Timeline
Budget

Documents:
RFP Example 1.Pdf
RFP Example 2.Pdf
RFP Example 3.Pdf
5. Gateway Signs Update
6. AARP Community Challenge 2018 Grant
l

Examples Of Projects Funded In 2017

Documents:
AARP Community Challenge 2018.Pdf
7. Ice Age Trail Alliance Website Content Update
8. Adjourn
Agendas may change up to twenty -four hours prior to the commencement of the meeting.
Posted:__________________
By:_____________________

City of Lodi Corridor Plan Steering Committee Meeting
Minutes of April 17, 2018
1. Call to Order.
Chair Tonn called the meeting to order at 4:00 PM.
Committee Members Present: Rich Stevenson, Peter Tonn, Bill Welch, Mary West
Absent: Tegan Krueger
Staff Present: Jennifer Sweeney, Julie Ostrander
Others: Suzanne Miller, Jim Ness
2. Public Input. None
3. Minutes of the March 20, 2018 Meeting.
Motion by Stevenson, second by Welch to approve the minutes of the 3/20/2018 meeting. Motion carried.
4. Ice Age Trail Community: Website Content
The committee reviewed the suggested website content provided by Sweeney. Suggestions from committee
members are as follows:
 Mix pictures with descriptions.
 Links to outside websites and maps
 Remove the chart from hiker services
 Do not include large paragraphs of text
 Combine ‘Community Events’ and ‘Attractions’
 Mention AirBNB as an option for lodging
 Include run/walk events
Sweeney will work with Amy Lord from the Ice Age Trail Alliance on the website content. The committee prefers
a blend of words, itemized links, and pictures.
5. ‘Welcome’ Gateway Sign Update
Dew Signs and Custom Engraving provided the lowest quote to create a new welcome sign. Signs will be rotated
out incrementally over the summer as the older signs are refurbished. The sign could be placed on the right
hand side of the road, instead of the left, to increase visibility. The area where the sign will potentially be placed
will be staked out. Simple landscaping will accompany the sign to minimized upkeep. The Ice Age Trail
Community signs will be placed near the existing welcome signs. They should be placed off to the side within the
rocks and slightly in front of the welcome signs. Welch will bring trail posts and leave them with Buhr. Krueger
from the Lodi and Lake Wisconsin Chamber will provide the donated money to the city to purchase the new sign
and fund the masonry work later.
6. LACE Grant
Additional funding is needed to complete the masonry for the sign, even with the funds left over from the sign
purchase. Grant money from LACE would potentially offset this cost. Sweeney will submit the grant with the
intention of requesting additional funding to complete the sign project. Submissions are due July 1.
7. AARP Community Challenge 2018 Grant
Ostrander introduced this grant opportunity to the committee. The grant focuses on accessibility in the
community. The Economic Development Committee reviewed this grant and suggested accessibility in the

Spring Creek Park. Additionally, a dog park is another idea. Welch suggested applying for funding for accessible
bathrooms in Habermann Park because we have project costs and a plan. The committee agreed that this was a
good idea. The committee requested that this agenda item be placed on the next Parks Commission agenda for
discussion.
8. Mural & Public Art RFP
The committee would like to clarify objectives, goals, and discuss this item more in depth at their next meeting.
9. Adjourn
Motion by Stevenson, second by Welch to adjourn at 4:57 pm. Motion carried.
These minutes have not been approved and are subject to change or correction.

Request for Artists Proposals (RFP) for
Broad Street Plaza Mural
Issued By
Central Atlanta Progress / Atlanta Downtown Improvement District (CAP/ADID)
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A.

Project Summary
Central Atlanta Progress and the Atlanta Downtown Improvement District are seeking
proposals from artists or artist teams for the commission of a site specific outdoor mural
to be installed on an existing blank concrete wall on the Broad Street Plaza (Plaza) in
Downtown Atlanta. The Broad Street Plaza is located immediately south of the
intersection of Marietta Street and Broad Street NW, between Marietta Street and the
Five Points MARTA Station. The subject wall on the Plaza runs along the Plaza’s southwest
boundary and measures approximately 6’-0” high x 101’-00” long. The proposed
permanent mural piece will be installed in accordance with the City of Atlanta’s Public Art
guidelines.
CAP/ADID is particularly interested in site specific artwork with potential to: brand the
Plaza space, introduce color, serve as a backdrop for photos, and provide an invitation for
spectators to become part of the Plaza’s experience.
The piece must be durable and suitable for outdoors with the ability to withstand the
elements of the local climate as well as interaction with the public.
Artist proposals are to include all proposed costs, such as materials, transportation to and
from the site, installation, artist fees, etc. Artists will be asked to develop a line itemized
budget as part of the proposal submission. There is no pre-established project budget;
however, the affordability of the project cost will be weighted in the selection process.

B.

Central Atlanta Progress & Atlanta Downtown Improvement District
Central Atlanta Progress, Inc., founded in 1941, is a private nonprofit community
development organization providing leadership, programs and services to preserve and
strengthen the economic vitality of Downtown Atlanta. With a board of directors of
Downtown’s top business leaders, CAP is funded through the investment of businesses and
institutions.
The Atlanta Downtown Improvement District, founded in 1995 by Central Atlanta
Progress, is a public-private partnership that strives to create a livable environment for
Downtown Atlanta. With a board of directors of nine private- and public-sector leaders,
ADID is funded through a community improvement district. The District currently contains
220 blocks within an area generally bounded by North Avenue on the north, Memorial
Drive on the south, Piedmont Avenue and the Downtown Connector on the east, and the
Norfolk-Southern rail line on the west, but providing services all the way to Northside
Drive.
Working side by side, CAP and ADID are committed to creating a thriving Downtown
Atlanta community for all of its property owners, employees, residents, students and
visitors.

Request for Proposal Artists Proposal - Broad Street Plaza Mural
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C.

About the Site
As the center of the City of Atlanta, Downtown is the central hub for business, tourism
and entertainment. Within the central business district, Downtown Atlanta’s Broad Street
Plaza sits adjacent to MARTA’s Five Points Station. The Five Points MARTA Station is the
highest used bus and rail station in the system, providing transit access across the region.
With the Plaza serving as the welcome mat to Downtown Atlanta, it is critical to curate a
public art piece fit to enhance Downtown’s “foyer”.
The Broad Street Plaza is bound by multiple office towers, the busiest station in the
MARTA system and several large and small retailers. Additionally, destinations within a 5minute walk of the Plaza include: Centennial Olympic Park, CNN Center, Georgia State
University, Philips Arena and Woodruff Park.
The pedestrian-only plaza is frequented by thousands of people daily and thus a successful
installation is poised to enhance the experience of the Plaza for users. Intended to capture
the character of the Plaza, the RFP seeks proposals for an engaging mural to identify and
anchor the Plaza while providing opportunities for passersby to view and photograph. It is
expected that the creative public mural will embody the immediate surrounding
environment of Broad Street Plaza and Downtown Atlanta. Additionally, because the site
benefits from a striking urban backdrop, favorable consideration will be acknowledged to
proposals addressing user perspectives, including photo opportunities.
In partnership with the City of Atlanta, MARTA and area stakeholders, CAP/ADID has
implemented streetscape enhancements along the Peachtree Street station entrance,
landscape enhancements around the station, programming events in underutilized spaces
and deployed two artistic enhancements – the Five Points Station mural along Peachtree
Street (2015) and a colorful tree sock installation (2016). The execution of the Broad
Street Plaza mural will serve as a contributing effort to further enhancing Downtown’s
public spaces.
The RFP site is a concrete surface wall, roughly 6’-0” high X 100’-11” long (see Image 1).

Mural along Peachtree Street SW
The vinyl print graphic was designed in response to a
project call from Elevate Atlanta and implemented in
two steps – designed by an artist and installed by a
fabricator. The approach was selected to preserve the
underlying granite façade.

Tree Sock Installation through the Plaza
Inspired by the whimsical “yarn bombing” craze,
CAP/ADID organized a group of volunteers to knit
garments for the trees on the Broad Street Plaza.

Request for Proposal Artists Proposal - Broad Street Plaza Mural
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D.

Project Goals and Considerations







Develop a visual element that communicates and promotes the community and
character of the Broad Street Plaza
Generate product that is artistically engaging and sufficiently stimulating to ignite
conversation, foster interaction and evoke appreciation by the general public
Design work that fits well within the context of the site (in terms of scale,
design and theme)
Consideration of the audience – residents, workers, commuters, students and
visitors, with a particular emphasis on pedestrians
Consideration of the view corridors of the surrounding area during the day
and night hours
Materials should be of the highest quality and should be designed and fabricated
for durability as well as for low maintenance

Request for Proposal Artists Proposal - Broad Street Plaza Mural
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E.

Budget

F.

Eligibility

No budget is proposed by CAP/ADID. The RFP seeks proposals presenting all costs
associated with the proposed mural which are to be inclusive of, but not limited to, artist
design fee, materials, installation labor, travel to and from the site, per diem expenses,
project documentation, contingency to cover unexpected expenses and any other costs
related to the mural.

The RFP is open to all professional artists or artist teams over the age of 18.

G.

Proposal Deadline
All proposals materials must be submitted electronically by 5:00pm EST on Friday, June 9,
2017. Submit materials via email to WBrown@AtlantaDowntown.com. Please submit
files in a single PDF format. When possible and limit file size to 10MB.

H.

Timeline









I.

May 8, 2017
May 31, 2017
June 1, 2017
June 9, 2017
June 12-16, 2017
June 19-23, 2017
June 23, 2017
July 2017

Announcement of RFP
Deadline for submission of questions regarding RFP
Reponses to questions posted
Deadline for receipt of proposal materials
Review of proposals
Interviews of up to 3 semifinalists
Selection and notification of winning proposal
Installation of artwork

Proposal Process:
All artists are required to submit the following:
1.
Contact information for all team members, including name, address,
telephone number and email address
2.
Biographical information or resumes including previous experience for
principal team members
3.
Maximum of (5) digital images of previously completed work (JPEG
or PDF)
4.
Minimum (2) references
5.
Optional additional support material i.e. news articles or other relevant
information on past projects
6.
One sentence summary describing the proposed work
7.
Written narrative describing your proposal (250 words or less)
8.
Minimum of (3) sketches or images of the proposed work (JPEG
or PDF), showing scale, dimensions and elevation
9.
Proposed installation plan
10. Line itemized budget

Request for Proposal Artists Proposal - Broad Street Plaza Mural
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J. Selection Process:
The Selection Committee will review all complete proposals. Up to three
semifinalists will be invited for an interview. One finalist will be selected for
commission.
K. Selection Criteria:
The committee will use the following criteria in the selection process:
 Submittal of all required proposal materials as outlined in this RFP
 Success in addressing the Project Goals and Considerations as outlined in
Section D
 Originality – creativity and uniqueness
 Quality and craftsmanship exhibited by past work
 Appropriateness of artwork media and scale relative to site and to Downtown
 Maintainability – surface durability and resistance to vandalism, weathering,
excessive maintenance and repair costs
 Appropriateness for placement on an urban pedestrian site, including ability
for artwork to encourage and withstand public interaction
 Considerations for Public safety
 Feasibility – artist's proven track record/ability to complete the work on time
and within the budget.
L. Images
Context Map

Request for Proposal Artists Proposal - Broad Street Plaza Mural
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Image 1

The subject wall spans the prominently visible west edge of the Broad Street Plaza. The site offers obscured and
unobscured views of Downtown’s towers and attractions such as Philips Area and Mercedes-Benz Stadium.

Image 2

The Plaza hosts a variety of events, thus serving a diverse user group. The photo above was captured during a food
truck event.

Request for Proposal Artists Proposal - Broad Street Plaza Mural
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Image 3

The Plaza hosts a variety of events, thus serving a diverse user group. The photo above was captured during a
religious ceremony.

Image 4

The Plaza hosts a variety of events, thus serving a diverse user group. The photo above was captured during a
scavenger hunt meet-up.

Request for Proposal Artists Proposal - Broad Street Plaza Mural
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Artist Opportunity:
Request for Proposal
JACKSONVILLE DOWNTOWN MURAL PROGRAM:
INSTALLATION SITE 4: DYAL PHOTOGRAPHY
This opportunity is part of a collaborative program with the
Council for the Arts and the City of Jacksonville to support
downtown revitalization and beautification efforts.

ARTISTS OPPORTUNITY: RFP FOR MURAL INSTALLATION
APPLICANT GUIDELINES
A complete application must include all of the materials listed below:
1. An artist resume with contact information and accomplishments. If submitting as a team, please
submit a resume for each team member. Include 3 professional references who can attest to
your public art projects or equivalent skills/experience.
2. An artist (or team) statement of interest (no more than 1,000 words) describing:
a. Why the artist/team is interested in painting the mural
b. Previous mural or other public art experience
c. The artist’s connection to or interest in the Jacksonville, NC community
d. How the artist believes the art will enhance downtown Jacksonville
3. At least 3 – and no more than 5 – work samples of previous mural projects and/or samples of
previous non-mural artwork that represent artist’s capability and style. Include a brief
description of each in a separate word document. Artist may submit 1 image of each work (in its
entirety) AND 1 large detail image of each piece (up to 10 image filesin total).
a. JPEG images only, no larger than 3000 px or 10 inches on the longest side at a maximum
resolution of 300ppi/dpi.
b. Name your image files in this manner:
Lastname_01.jpg; Lastname_01_detail.jpg;
Lastname_02.jpg; Lastname_02_detail.jpg;
Lastname_03.jpg; Lastname_03_detail.jpg; etc…
4. A concept drawing and dimensions for the proposed mural design for this specific location
a. Once selected, you may submit a more detailed drawing/design, if needed or desired
5. A budget for the proposed mural including which materials/mediums will be used.

Materials must be received by Wednesday, May 10th at 5pm.
Materials may be submitted by email, postal mail, or in person to:
Jacksonville-Onslow Council for the Arts
826 New Bridge Street, Jacksonville NC 28540
910-455-9840 | jaxarts@jaxarts.com

Note regarding the Public Records Act: Be advised that any contract that eventually arises from this call for artists
is a public record in its entirety. Also, all information submitted in response to this call for artists is itself a public
record without exception. Submission of any materials in response to this call for artists constitutes a waiver by the
applicant of any claim that the information is protected from disclosure. By submitting materials, (1) you are
consenting to release of such materials by the City of Jacksonville and the Jacksonville-Onslow Council for the Arts
if requested under the Public Records Act without further notice to you and (2) you agree to indemnify and hold
harmless the parties named herein for release of such information. Furthermore, all proposals may be considered
for future public art projects.
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Please familiarize yourself with the full Program Guidelines. A synopsis is provided here.
The Jacksonville Downtown Mural Program (JDMP) is a partnership program between the City of
Jacksonville (City) and the Jacksonville-Onslow Council for the Arts (Arts Council). The program seeks to
beautify up to 10 publicly visible spaces in the “walkable” downtown corridor between the Freedom
Fountain and the bridges at New River with a selection of murals designed and produced by professional
artists and in collaboration with local youth. Phase 1 of the Program will consist of 4-5 murals to be
completed by Summer 2017. Funding available for Phase 1 of the Program is up to $12,000. Additional
murals may be developed over the course of 2017-2018, as funds and locations become available.
The JDMP program is intended to support downtown revitalization efforts and align with both the City’s
“Clean and Green” initiative and Downtown Masterplan. Created works should cultivate a sense of local
community history and civic pride, improve the appearance of the downtown walkable corridor, and
attract residents and visitors to the downtown walkable corridor. At least one project of Phase 1 will
incorporate local youth in the development and creation of a mural. That project, along with any others
that may involve community youth should also strive to create a sense of belonging and ownership for
the participating youth.

PROGRAM PILLARS
The Mural Program is built upon three historically and culturally relevant pillars. These pillars may be
considered as themes for the project. The three pillars are identified as:

JACKSONVILLE HISTORY • LOCAL MILITARY HISTORY • CULTURAL DIVERSITY
In developing mural concepts, artists are encouraged to explore the three thematic pillars, clearly
incorporate one or more of the pillars, and explore contextual relevance of individual mural locations.
In addition to site details and images provided in this RFP, you may also learn more about Jacksonville’s
local history, military history and cultural diversity, online at:
City of Jacksonville: www.jacksonvillenc.gov/history
Council for the Arts: www.jaxarts.com
Camp Lejeune: www.lejeune.marines.mil/
New River Air Station: www.newriver.marines.mil/
Montford Point Marines: http://guides.grc.usmcu.edu/content.php?pid=283343&sid=2332597
Onslow County Tourism: www.onlyinonslow.com
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION: SITE 4 – DYAL PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO EXTERIOR WALL
The goal of this project is to create a public art mural on the west-facing wall of Dyal Studios at 601 New
Bridge Street. This location is adjacent to a side street. It is visible when passing through the
intersection of Bordeaux and New Bridge from the north or west.
Dyal Studios is a locally owned and operated photography studio that centers it’s mission around
bolstering the confidence and citizenship of children and youth. Their keystone program is titled
“Project Me.” Students learn modeling, acting and art, but the purpose behind the lessons and activities
is empowerment and respect for self and others.
The owners of the business are inspired to see an incorporation of their passion for photography and
self-confidence creatively woven into the historic and/or military themes of the program to add
significance and relevance for youth in particular. They hope the mural they host resonates with visitors
and becomes a “selfie spot” for making memories and thoughtful messages to share. The owner
mentioned the idea of possibly incorporating wings or another symbol to acknowledge both the
confidence and the sacrifice our community embraces.
Restrictions on mural art: Business names/logos, branded tags, acronyms, trademarks, and any
commercial advertising are prohibited in artwork.

SITE SPECIFICATIONS:
The west-facing side of the Dyal Studios building is visible in the image below. Any portion of the west
side of the building is suitable for mural application, but visibility is best between the landscape and
front corner.
The dimensions of the space show below are: 54 feet long; 13 feet high.
While there are some variations in the brick surface of the building, the exterior wall is painted and in
good repair. Additional surface repair or preparation is not expected to be necessary.
Front of building:

54 ft

13 ft
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SELECTION CRITERIA
The Art Commission Panel will evaluate submissions based on the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional qualifications, documented capability and experience to complete the project
successfully in the required timeframe
Artistic excellence, innovation, originality, and/or perspective
Level of relevance to local community and program’s thematic pillars
Artwork submitted is Artist’s original, creative work - Proposals which contain imagery that is
copyrighted by a different entity, stolen or copied from any other source will not be considered.
Historic images/imagery may be incorporated if public domain or with permission for use.
Application is submitted by the published deadline
Extra consideration may be given to artists who live in or near Onslow County or have worked in
or near Onslow County.

ARTIST ELIGIBILITY
This call for proposals is open to all artists in or near Eastern North Carolina. Professional Artists with
reviewable portfolios are eligible.
Community groups, youth and student artists who work with a professional artist on the project are also
eligible. Art teachers who are interested in mentoring a group of students are encouraged to apply if
they have mural or public art experience or work in collaboration with a professional artist that has such
experience. Youth should be between the ages of 12 and 19 years of age with an aptitude in the arts
appropriate to the project.
Members of the Council for the Arts who wish to participate in this Call for Artists, must remove
themselves from the Art Commission review and selection process.

AWARDS & FUNDING
Depending on artist, design size and design complexity, costs will vary. Artists should include a budget
with design sketch and proposal. Funding is inclusive. Artists are responsible for providing all materials
required to complete the project as specified and approved. This includes sealant layers as specified or
alternates as approved. Include all materials and costs in your proposal. (See ordinance text, page 12)
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No artists may begin any installation until the design is approved and all required liability and
agreement/contract forms are completed and submitted to the Arts Council and the City, and a permit is
issued by the City of Jacksonville. Where an artist(s) is under age 18, a parent or guardian is required to
sign all forms.
Upon completion, the property owner will retain all rights of ownership to the artwork, including the
right to alter, repair or remove the work as needed. A good faith effort will be made to consult the artist
about repairs, if needed, but the property owner is not obligated to work with the artist to make repairs.
Copyright license will be granted to the City and Arts Council for publicity, educational and reasonable
promotional purposes.
Artists/art groups who complete a mural project may be featured in digital and traditional promotional
materials and media.

PROJECT TIMELINE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

RFP Submission DEADLINE
Art Commission Panel Review
Artists are notified of selection
Forms Signed, Permits & Initial funds distributed
Artwork installation is completed per RFP and guidelines
Final payment of Artist Fees
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May 10, 2017
May 11-16, 2016
May 17, 2017
May 19-26, 2016
June 30, 2017
on completion

ADDITIONAL HISTORICAL INFORMATION
A Dropbox folder has been created that contains historical images* to provide background for artists
seeking information and relevance. As local, downtown stories become available, they will be added to
this folder as word documents or PDF files. It contains images such as these:

You may access this folder and the images it contains here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6egx5d99wac7qdj/AAAj5HB8WmYo4E29lYXIH34qa?dl=0
*Images included in this folder are provided with permission for use.
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********** ORDINANCE TEXT GOVERNING MURALS **********
UDO SECTION 4.2. USE SPECIFIC STANDARDS

D. Commercial Uses

5. Murals
All murals are subject to the following standards:
i. All murals are subject to the Downtown Murals Overlay (See Section 3.9.G) District.
ii. Murals may be affixed to the side exterior wall of a building. Placement of a mural
on a front wall is allowed when the building faces more than one street and then
only on the wall that is not the primary entrance for the business. Placement on a
rear wall is prohibited.
iii. Limitation - Only one mural per wall is permitted.
iv. Animation - Animation or moving parts is specifically prohibited.
v. Lighting - Down lighting or ground lighting is allowed. Flashing, strobing or rope
lighting is specifically prohibited.
vi. Extensions - Extensions over the normal building parapet are prohibited.
vii. Projections – Murals attached to a building shall not project more than 6 inches
from the building wall.
viii. Theme of Murals – All murals within the DMO shall follow one of the following
themes:
1. Jacksonville History
2. Local Military History
3. Local Cultural Diversity
4. Display of products or services provided by the business conducted inside
the building where the mural is located, provided the mural
representation meets one of the above three themes
ix. Installation Standards
When painting on brick walls the following standards shall apply:
1. When painting on a brick surface, old paint must be scraped, wire brushed or
power washed to remove any flaking from current paint/material.
2. Priming with acrylic gesso is required to cover existing dark or bold color on the
wall or to reseal an unpainted porous surface. Acrylic gesso polymers must be
utilized. Latex primers are specifically prohibited.
3. Acrylic paint with a high light fastness rating is required. Enamel and oil paint are
prohibited.
4. Sealing - When the artwork is complete, it must be sprayed with two coats of
sealer - first coat an isolation layer and the second coat a sealing layer.
5. Liquitex acrylic varnish is required for sealing.
Polyurethane coats are specifically prohibited.
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6. Digital sheets are prohibited
7. Alternative sealants may be proposed and if found acceptable by the Development
Services Director, may be substituted.
When painting on non-brick walls the following standards shall apply:
Comply with the Building Code standards for adhering materials to surfaces, meet
wind loading requirements and other applicable code standards.
1. The material must be designed for exterior use and be weather and water resistant.
2. Visible wood must be painted with an exterior paint.
3. Use of Hardy Board materials or their equivalent is permitted.
4. Use of Recycled plastic boards is permitted.
5. In all cases, the murals shall be painted onto the surface.
6. Digital sheets are prohibited
7. Use of any other material shall be with a similar product as listed above and
specifically approved by the Development Services Director.
x. Maintenance – A mural maintenance plan must be submitted at the time of application.
The plan must be specific as to schedules and actions needed to ensure the mural
remains in good condition and that at no time the mural surface and components
become degraded. Maintenance of all murals is required every five years. Should 20%
or more of the total surface area become deteriorated as to color, flaking, sealing,
weathering or texture, the mural must be either totally restored or removed. The City
Code Enforcement Officer will inspect all murals annually and make a recommendation
to the Development Services Director regarding the need for maintenance.

************** END OF ORDINANCE TEXT **************
QUESTIONS OR ASSISTANCE
If you have additional questions or need assistance with this application, contact:

826 New Bridge Street
Jacksonville NC 28540
910-455-9840 | Jaxarts@jaxarts.com
SUBMISSION DEADLINE:

Wednesday, May 10 at 5pm
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Request for Proposal: Public Art Mural Project at 1401 North Third Street, Harrisburg, PA 17102
Mission
The Susquehanna Art Museum's Public Art Mural Project is dedicated to fostering community collaborations and
partnerships. The museum will open a brand new building at 3rd and Calder streets in January of 2015 that will be a
cultural hub and catalyst for further development in the Midtown district of Harrisburg. We have begun a public mural
project as a way of demonstrating our commitment to urban renewal and growth in our neighborhood. By establishing a
visual public presence we hope that the community will join us in investing in the city's future.
The completed proposals will be on display at a joint exhibition between the Susquehanna Art Museum and the Historic
Harrisburg Association, to be held at the Historic Harrisburg Association (1230 N 3rd St, Harrisburg, PA 17102) from
September 1 - 30, 2014. This exhibition will be a feature of Harrisburg’s annual Gallery Walk, September 14.

Artist Eligibility
Any artist or team of artists interested in creating a two dimensional mural, to be completed in spring 2015, may complete
a proposal in accordance with the guidelines provided below. All artists must be current Susquehanna Art Museum
members. Visit: sqart.org/about-sam-membership to learn how to become a member today!

Goals




Create a piece of public art for an outdoor environment that reflects the spirit of Harrisburg.
Engage our local artist community through educational programming organized by SAM, including, but not limited
to, volunteer participation, meet the artist opportunities, workshops, demonstrations, etc.
Select a dedicated and qualified artist or artist team that can demonstrate artistic excellence while completing this
project on time and within budget.

Location
The space designated for this mural is the wall facing what will be the
newly constructed Susquehanna Art Museum, located at 1401 North
Third Street, Harrisburg, PA 17102. Dimensions of the wall are
attached on page two. The wall surface is brick, currently covered in
cement stucco.

Application Requirements











A narrative and design illustrating the concept is required
for each submission. Include supplemental information
such as medium, timeline for completion, and
approximate dimensions of the proposed mural.
All components must be in digital format. Use the line drawing found at: sqart.org/2014/04/public-artmural-project for submission renderings (which may be completed with digital media or by hand and
scanned), to be sent via dropbox to lnye@sqart.org.
A submission fee of $50 is required for each application. This fee will be used for the printing and display of
digital submissions in the Gallery Walk exhibition at the Historic Harrisburg Association. The fee can be paid
online at sqart.org/2014/04/public-art-mural-project or by check, made out and sent to the Susquehanna
Art Museum c/o Lauren Nye, P.O. Box 11818, Harrisburg, PA 17108.
The project budget (required) is not to exceed $3,500 for an artist or team of collaborative artists. The budget
should include the artist(s) fee, supplies, travel-related expenses, and other associated costs.
Supporting materials, including images and reviews of previously completed works, are required. Examples
should describe size, materials, cost, and location of other public works. References for earlier projects are
encouraged.
The submission deadline is August 1, 2014.
1

Policies
Artists will retain the ownership of design ideas submitted with this application until a selection has been made and
contract signed between the artist and the Susquehanna Art Museum. At the time a contract is awarded, the ownership of
the design and the artwork produced, in this case the public art mural project, will become the property of the
Susquehanna Art Museum.
Proposals will be printed and displayed at an exhibition held at the Historic Harrisburg Association (September 1 – 30,
2014), which will include an opening reception at the city-wide arts event Gallery Walk (September 14). Community
members will be invited to discuss and give their opinions on the design which best fits Harrisburg. The final selections
will be made by a juror/group of jurors.
Financial compensation and insurance for completion of the mural will be made in accordance with the agreed upon
contract between the artist(s) and the museum. A suitable Artist Maintenance Plan must be submitted. A sample
maintenance plan is included on page four.

Site Specifications
Mural to be completed on the pictured wall facing what will be the newly constructed Susquehanna Art Museum, located
at 1401 North Third Street, Harrisburg, PA 17102.
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Mural Artist Application
Name(s): ____________________________________________________________
Date: ________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________________________ State: ___________ Zip code: ____________
Telephone: _________________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________________
Website: ____________________________________________________________
A complete application must include the following:







Artist application form
Project description
Images of previous work
A color representation of the proposed mural
Itemized budget, including time and materials
Maintenance Plan

As an applicant for the opportunity to complete this public art project for the Susquehanna Art
Museum, I certify that all works submitted represented as my work are the product of my creation and no
other. I further certify that all statements made in this application are true to the best of my knowledge.
I understand that the Susquehanna Art Museum may make duplicates of my images and application
materials for the purpose of the consideration of my application, the upcoming exhibition, and for promotional
materials concerning the project.
I understand that any liability for loss or damage to my application or images is not the responsibility of
the Susquehanna Art Museum or the panel of jurors installed to review applications.

Applicant signature: ____________________________________________________________
Date: _____________________

Send complete application to Lauren Nye, Exhibition Manager, at lnye@sqart.org .
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Artist Maintenance Plan
for the proposed Public Art Mural Project at 1401 North Third Street, Harrisburg, PA 17102

This is a sample only. Some elements suggested herein may not apply to all proposals. Artists must
each submit an original maintenance plan with their proposal.
Accomplishment of Public Art Mural Project (italics indicate details to be completed by the artist)







This (include unique dimension and size) mural is to be painted on a brick wall covered in cement
stucco.
The cement wall will be prepared by sanding and applying one coat of primer and two coats of
gesso according to manufacturer’s instructions. (Indicate actual preparation plans, what materials
will be used by naming brands, major colors, make up of those materials, and how they are applied.)
Final prepared surface will be lightly sanded to remove surface imperfections.
Two applications of anti-graffiti/anti-ultraviolet coating will be applied by the artist according to
manufacturer’s instructions.
Recommended future maintenance plan. (Indicate recommended routine surface inspections,
surface cleaning, or additional coats of protective paint.)

Applicant signature: ____________________________________________________________
Date: _____________________
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AARP Community Challenge 2018
"Quick-action" grants to make communities livable for people of all ages
The program is open to the following types of organizations:




501(c)(3), 501(c)(4) and 501(c)(6) nonprofits
Government entities
Other types of organizations, considered on a case-by-case basis

For the 2018 AARP Community Challenge, AARP will prioritize projects that aim
to achieve the following outcomes:






Deliver a range of transportation and mobility options in the community through permanent
or temporary solutions that increase connectivity, walkability, bikeability and/or and access
to public and private transit.
Create vibrant public places in the community through permanent or temporary solutions
that improve open spaces, parks and access to other amenities.
Support the availability of a range of housing in the community through permanent or
temporary solutions that increase accessible and affordable housing options.
Other community improvements.

